We develop a class of rules spanning the range between quadratic discriminant analysis and naive Bayes, through a path of sparse graphical models. A group lasso penalty is used to introduce shrinkage and encourage a similar pattern of sparsity across precision matrices. It gives sparse estimates of interactions and produces interpretable models. Inspired by the connected-components structure of the estimated precision matrices, we propose the community Bayes model, which partitions features into several conditional independent communities and splits the classification problem into separate smaller ones. The community Bayes idea is quite general and can be applied to non-gaussian data and likelihood-based classifiers.
Introduction
In the generic classification problem, the outcome of interest G falls into K unordered classes, which for convenience we denote by {1, 2, . . . , K}. Our goal is to build a rule for predicting the class label of an item based on p measurements of features X ∈ R p . The training set consists of the class labels and features for n items. This is an important practical problem with applications in many fields.
Quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) can be derived as the maximum likelihood method for normal populations with different means and different covariance matrices. It is a favored tool when there are some strong interactions and linear boundaries cannot separate the classes. However, QDA is poorly posed when the sample size n k is not considerably larger than p for any class k, and clearly ill-posed if n k ≤ p. Therefore it encourages us to employ a regularization method [16, 21] . Although there already exist a number of proposals to regularize linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 20, 23] , few methods have been developed to regularize QDA. Friedman [7] suggests applying a ridge penalty to within-class covariance matrices, and Price et al. [18] propose to add a ridge penalty and a ridge fusion penalty to the log-likelihood. For both methods, no elements of the resulting within-class precision matrices will be zero, leading to dense interaction terms in the discriminant functions and difficulties in interpretation. Another approach is to assume conditional independence of the features (naive Bayes). Naive Bayes classifiers often outperform far more sophisticated alternatives when the dimension p of the feature space is high , but the conditional independence assumption may be too rigid in the presence of strong interactions.
In this paper we develop a class of rules spanning the range between QDA and naive Bayes using a group lasso penalty [24] . A group lasso penalty is applied to the (i, j)th element across all K within-class precision matrices, which forces the zeros in the K estimated precision matrices to occur in the same places. This shared pattern of sparsity results in a sparse estimate of interaction terms, making the classifier easy to interpret. We refer to this classification method as Sparse Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (SQDA).
The connected components in the resulting precision matrices correspond exactly to those obtained from simple thresholding rules on the within-class sample covariance matrices [5] . This suggests us to partition features into several independent communities before estimating the parameters [3, 10, 17] .
Therefore, we propose the community Bayes model, a simple idea to identify and make use of conditional independent communities of features. Furthermore, it is a general approach applicable to non-gaussian data and any likelihood-based classifiers. Specifically, the community Bayes works by partitioning features into several communities, solving separate classification problems for each community, and combining the community-wise results into one final prediction. We show that this approach can improve the accuracy and interpretability of the corresponding classifier.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss sparse quadratic discriminant analysis and the sample covariance thresholding rules. In section 3 we discuss the community Bayes idea. Simulated and real data examples appear in Section 4, concluding remarks in Section 5 and the proofs are gathered in the Appendix.
Sparse Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Suppose we have training data (x i , g i ) ∈ R p × K, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where x i 's are observations with measurements on a set of p features and g i 's are class labels. We assume that the n k observations within the kth class are identically distributed as N (µ k , Σ k ), and the n = k n k observations are independent. We let π k denote the prior for class k. Then the quadratic discriminant function is
Let
denote the true precision matrix for class k, and θ ij = (θ (1) ij , . . . , θ (K) ij ) denote the vector of the (i, j)th element across all K precision matrices. We propose to estimate µ, π, Θ by maximizing the penalized log likelihood
(2) The last term is a group lasso penalty, applied to the (i, j)th element across all K precision matrices, which forces a similar pattern of sparsity across all the precision matrices. Hence, we refer to this classification method as Sparse Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (SQDA).
Solving (2) gives us the estimateŝ
where
T is the sample covariance matrix for class k.
This model has several important features:
1. λ is a nonnegative tuning parameter controlling the simutaneous shrinkage of all precision matrices toward diagonal matrices. The value λ = 0 gives rise to QDA, whereas λ = ∞ yields the naive Bayes classifier. Values between these limits represent degrees of regularization less severe than naive Bayes. Since it is often the case that even small amounts of regularization can largely eliminate quite drastic instability, smaller values of λ (smaller than ∞) have the potential of superior performance when some features have strong partial correlations.
2. The group lasso penalty forcesΘ (1) , . . . ,Θ (K) to share the locations of the nonzero elements, leading to a sparse estimate of interations. Therefore, our method produces more interpretable results.
3. The optimization problem (5) can be separated into independent subproblems of the same form by simple screening rules on S (1) , . . . , S (K) . This leads to a potentially massive reduction in computational complexity.
The convex optimization problem (5) can be quickly solved by R package JGL [5] . Not for the purpose of classification as here, Danaher et al. [5] propose to jointly estimate multiple related Gaussian graphical models by maximizing the group graphical lasso
(6) They use the additional lasso penalty to further encourage sparsity within (θ (1) ij , . . . , θ (K) ij ). However, for the purpose of classification, our goal is to identify interaction terms -that is, we are interested in whether (θ (1) ij , . . . , θ (K) ij ) is a zero vector instead of whether each element θ (k) ij is zero. Therefore, we only use the group lasso penalty to estimate precision matrices.
Exact covariance thresholding into connected components
Mazumder & Hastie [15] and Witten et al. [22] establish a connection between the graphical lasso and connected components. Specifically, the connected components in the estimated precision matrix correspond exactly to those obtained from thresholding the entries of the sample covariance matrix at λ. For the solution to (5), we have similar results. By simple thresholding rules on the sample covariance matrices S (1) , . . . , S (K) , the optimization problem (5) can be separated into several optimization sub-problems of the same form, which leads to huge speed improvements. A more general result for the solution to (6) can be found in [5] . SupposeΘ = (Θ (1) , . . . ,Θ (K) ) is the solution to (5) with regularization parameter λ. Define
This defines a symmetric graph G (λ) = (V, E (λ) ), namely the estimated concentration graph defined on the nodes V = {1, . . . , p} with edges E (λ) . Suppose it admits a decomposition into κ(λ) connected components
We can also perform a thresholding on the entries ofS and obtain a graph edge skeleton defined by
The symmetric matrix E (λ) defines a symmetric graph G (λ) = (V, E (λ) ), which is referred to as the thresholded sample covariance graph. G (λ) also admits a decomposition into connected components
l ) are the components of the graph G (λ) .
Theorem 1. For any λ > 0, the components of the estimated concentration graph G (λ) induce exactly the same vertex-partition as that of the thresholded sample covariance graph G (λ) . Formally, κ(λ) = k(λ) and there exists a permutation π on {1, . . . , k(λ)} such that
Furthermore, given λ > λ > 0, the vertex-partition induced by the components of G (λ) are nested within that induced by the components of
Proof. The proof of this theorem appears in the Appendix.
Theorem 1 allows us to quickly check the connected components of the estimated concentration graph by simple screening rules onS. Notice that for each class k, the edge set
Therefore, the features can be reordered in such a way that eachΘ
where the different components represent blocks of indices given by V (λ) l , l = 1, . . . , k(λ). Then one can simply solve the optimization problem (5) on the features within each block separately, making problem (5) feasible for certain values of λ although it may be impossible to operate on the p × p variables Θ (1) , . . . , Θ (K) on a single machine.
Community Bayes
The estimated precision matrices of SQDA are often block diagonal under suitable ordering of the features, which implies that the features can be partitioned into several communities and these communities are mutually independent within each class. In this section, we generalize this idea to non-gaussian data and other classification models, and refer to it as the community Bayes model. A related work in the regression setting is [10] . The authors propose to split the lasso problem into smaller ones by estimating the connected components of the sample covariance matrix. Their approach involves only one covariance matrix and works specifically for the lasso.
Main idea
We let X ∈ R p denote the feature vector and G ∈ {1, . . . , K} denote the class variable. Suppose the feature set V = {1, . . . , p} admits a partition V = ∪ L l=1 V l such that X V1 , . . . , X V L are mutually independent conditional on G = k for k = 1, . . . , K, where X V l is a subset of X containing the features in community V l . Then the posterior probability has the form
only depends on X and serves as a normalization term.
The equation (15) implies an interesting result: we can fit the classification model on each community separately, and combine the resultant posteriors into the posterior to the original problem by simply adjusting the intercept and normalizing it. This result has three important consequences:
1. The global problem completely seperates into L smaller tractable subproblems of the same form, making it possible to solve an otherwise infeasible large-scale problem. Moreover, the modular structure lends it naturally to parallel computation. That is, one can solve these sub-problems independently on separate machines.
2. This idea is quite general and can be applied to any likelihood-based classifiers, including discriminant analysis, multinomial logistic regression, generalized additive models, classification trees, etc.
3. When using a classification model with interaction terms, (15) doesn't involve interactions across different communities. Therefore, it has fewer degrees of freedom and thus smaller variance than the global problem.
Community estimation
In this section we address the key part of the community Bayes model: how to find conditionally independent communities. We consider the case where data are from a nonparanormal family, and exploit robust nonparametric rankbased statistics to directly estimate the unknown correlation matrices. Then we apply average, single or complete linkage clustering to the estimated correlation matrices to get the estimated communities. We prove that given knowledge of L, this procedure consistently identify conditionally independent communities. We assume X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ) [14] and Σ (k) is nonsingular. That is, there exists a set of univariate strictly increasing transformations
Notice that the transformation functions f (k) can be different for different classes. To make the model identifiable, f (k) preserves the population mean and standard deviations:
. Liu et al. [14] prove that the nonparanormal distribution is a Gaussian copula when the transformation functions are monotone and differentiable.
Let R (k) denote the correlation matrix of the Gaussian distribution Z (k) , and define
Suppose the graph
V l induced by this decomposition gives us exactly the conditionally independent communities we need. This is because
. . , n be the training data where
T . We estimate the correlation matrices using Nonparanormal SKEPTIC [13] , which exploits the Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau to directly estimate the unknown correlation matrices. Since the estimated correlation matrices based on the Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau have similar theoretical performance, we only adopt the ones based on the Spearman's rho here.
In specific, letρ (k) ij be the Spearman's rho between features i and j based on n k samples in class k, i.e., {x i |g i = k, i = 1, . . . , n}. Then the estimated correlation matrix for class k iŝ
Notice that the graph defined by R (k) has the same vertex-partition as that defined by (R (k) ) −1 . Inspired by the exact thresholding result of SQDA, we
(1) ij , . . . , n KR (K) ij )|| 2 and perform exact thresholding on the entries ofR at a certain level τ , where τ is estimated by cross-validation. The resultant vertex-partition yields an estimate of the conditionally independent communities. Furthermore, there is an interesting connection to hierarchical clustering. Specifically, the vertex-partition induced by thresholding matrixR corresponds to the subtrees from when we apply single linkage agglomerative clustering toR and then cut the dendrogram at level τ [19] . Single linkage clustering tends to produce trailing clusters in which individual features are merged one at a time. However, Theorem 2 shows that given knowledge of the true number of communites L, application of single, average or complete linkage agglomerative clustering onR consistently estimates the vertex-partition of G.
Theorem 2. Assume that
Then the estimated vertex-partition V = ∪ L l=1V l resulting from performing SLC, ALC, or CLC with similarity matrixR satisfies P (∃l :
A sufficient condition for (20) is
where n min = min k n k and n max = max k n k . Therefore, Theorem 2 establishes the consistency of identification of conditionally independent communities by performing hierarchical clustering using SLC, ALC or CLC, provided that n max = Ω(log p), n max /n min = O(1) as n k , p → ∞, and provided that no within-community element of R (k) is too small in absolute value for all k.
Summary of the community Bayes algorithm
1. ComputeR (k) , the estimated correlation matrix based on the Spearman's rho for each class k. 
Examples

Sparse quadratic discriminant analysis
In this section we study the performance of SQDA in several simulated examples and a real data example. The results show that SQDA achieves a lower misclassification error and better interpretability compared to naive bayes, QDA and a variant of RDA. Since RDA proposed by Friedman [7] has two tuning parameters, resulting in an unfair comparison, we use a version of RDA that shrinksΣ (k) towards its diagonal:
Note that λ = 0 corresponds to QDA and λ = 1 corresponds to the naive Bayes classifier. For any λ < 1, the estimated covariance matrices are dense. We refer to this version of RDA as diagonal regularized discrimiant analysis (DRDA) in the rest of this paper. We report the test misclassification errors and its corresponding standardized tuning parameters of these four classifiers. Let P (Θ) = i =j ||(θ
The standardized tuning parameter is defined as s = P (Θ(λ))/P (Θ(0)), with s = 0 corresponding to the naive Bayes classifier and s = 1 corresponding to QDA.
Simulated examples
The data generated in each experiment consists of a training set, a validation set to tune the parameters, and a test set to evaluate the performance of our chosen model. Following the notation of [25] , we denote ././. the number of obervations in the training, validation and test sets respectively. For every data set, the tuning parameter minimizing the validation misclassification error is chosen to compute the test misclassification error.
Each experiment was replicated 50 times. In all cases the population class conditional distributions were normal, the number of classes was K = 2, and the prior probability of each class was taken to be equal. The mean for class k was taken to have Euclidean norm tr(Σ (k) )/p and the two means were orthogonal to each other. We consider three different models for precision matrices and in all cases the K precision matrices are from the same model:
• Model 2. Decreasing model: θ
• Model 3. Block diagonal model with blocksize q: θ (k) ij = 1 if i = j, θ (k) ij = ρ k if i = j and i, j ≤ q and θ (k) ij = 0 otherwise, where 0 < q < p. Table 1 and 2, summarizing the results for each situation, present the average test misclassifcation errors over the 50 replications. The quantities in parentheses are the standard deviations of the respective quantities over the 50 replications.
Example 1: Dense interaction terms
We study the performance of SQDA on Model 1 and Model 2 with p = 8, ρ 1 = 0, and ρ 2 = 0.8. We generated 50/50/10000 observations for each class. Table 1 summarizes the results.
In this example, both situations have full interaction terms and should favor DRDA. The results show that SQDA and DRDA have similar performance, and both of them give lower misclassication errors and smaller standard deviations than QDA or naive Bayes. The model-selection procedure behaves quite reasonably, choosing large values of the standardized tuning parameter s for both SQDA and DRDA. 
Example 2: Sparse interaction terms
We study the performance of SQDA on Model 3 with ρ 1 = 0, ρ 2 = 0.8 and q = 4. We performed experiments for (p, n) = (8, 50), (20, 200) , (40, 800), (100, 1500), and for each p we generated n/n/10000 observations for each class. Table 2 summarizes the results.
In this example, all situations have sparse interaction terms and should favor SQDA. Moreover, the sparsity level increases as p increases. As conjectured, SQDA strongly dominates with lower misclassification errors at all dimensionalities. The standardized tuning parameter values for DRDA are uniformly larger than those for SQDA. This is expected because in order to capture the same amount of interactions DRDA needs to include more noises than SQDA.
Real data example: handwritten digit recognition
Hastie et al. [9] illustrated PDA on a handwritten digit recognition task. Here we focus on a difficult sub-task, that of distinguishing handwritten 3s and 8s. We use the same data as Le Cun et al. [12] , who normalized binary images for size and orientation, resulting in 8-bit, 16 × 16 grayscale images. There are 658 threes and 542 eights in our training set, and 166 test samples for each. Figure  1 shows a random selection of 3s and 8s. Because of their spatial arrangement the features are highly correlated and some kind of smoothing or filtering always helps. We filtered the data by replacing each non-overlapping 2 × 2 pixel block with its average. This reduces the dimension of the feature space from 256 to 64.
We use 5-fold cross validation to select tuning parameters and report the misclassification errors and standardized tuning parameters s in Table 3 . The results show that SQDA outperforms DRDA, QDA and naive Bayes. In Figure  2 , we see that the test error of SQDA decreases dramatically as the model deviates from naive Bayes and achieves its minimum at a small value of s, while the test error of DRDA keeps decreasing as the model ranges from naive Bayes to QDA. This is expected since at small values of s, SQDA only includes important interaction terms and shrinks other noisy terms to 0, but DRDA has all interactions in the model once deviating from naive Bayes. To better display the estimated precision matrices, we standardize the estimates to have unit diagonal (the standardized precision matrix is equal to the partial correlation matrix up to the sign of off-diagonal entries). Figure 3 displays the standardized sample precision matrices, and the standardized SQDA and DRDA estimates. From Figure 3 , we can see that SQDA only includes interactions within a diagonal band. 
Community Bayes
In this section we study the performance of the community Bayes model using logistic regression as an example. We refer to the classifier that combines the community Bayes algorithm with logistic regression as community logistic regression. We compare the performance of logistic regression (LR) and community logistic regression (CLR) in several simulated examples and a real data example, and the results show that CLR has better accuracy and smaller variance in predictions.
Simulated examples
The data generated in each experiment consists of a training set, a validation set to tune the parameters, and a test set to evaluate the performance of our chosen model. Each experiment was replicated 50 times. In all cases the distributions of Z (k) were normal, the number of classes was K = 3, and the prior probability of each class was taken to be equal. The mean for class k was taken to have Euclidean norm tr(Σ (k) )/(p/2) and the three means were orthogonal to each other. We consider three models for covariance matrices and in all cases the K covariance matrices are the same:
• Model 1. Full model: Σ ij = 1 if i = j and Σ ij = ρ otherwise.
• Model 2. Decreasing model: Σ ij = ρ |i−j| .
• Model 3. Block diagonal model with q blocks:
and is from Model 1. For simplicity, the transformation functions for all dimensions were the same f
In addition to the identity transformation, two different transformations g (k) were employed as in [14] : the symmetric power transformation and the Gaussian CDF transformation. See [14] for the definitions.
We compare the performance of LR and CLR on the above models with p = 16, ρ = 0.5 and q = 2, 4, 8. We generated 20/20/10000 observations for each class and use average linkage clustering to estimate the communities. Two examples were studied:
• Example 1: The transformations g (k) for all three classes are the identity transformation. The population class conditional distributions are normal with different means and common covariance matrix. The logits are linear in this example.
• Example 2: The transformations g (k) for class 1,2 and 3 are the identity transformation, the symmetric power transformation with α = 3, and the Gaussian CDF transformation with µ g0 = 0 and σ g0 = 1 respectively. α, µ g0 and σ g0 are defined in [14] . The power and CDF transformations map a univeriate normal distribution into a highly skewed and a bi-modal distribution respectively. The logits are nonlinear in this example. Table 4 summarizes the test misclassification errors of these two methods and the estimated numbers of communites. CLR performs well in all cases with lower test errors and smaller standard errors than LR, including the ones where the covariance matrices don't have a block structure. The community Bayes algorithm introduces a more significant improvement when the class conditional distributions are not normal. 
Real data example: email spam
The data for this example consists of information from 4601 email messages, in a study to screen email for "spam". The true outcome email or spam is available, along with the relative frequencies of 57 of the most commonly occurring words and punctuation marks in the email message. We randomly chose 1000 samples from this data, and split them into equally sized training and test sets. Since most of the spam predictors have a very long-tailed distribution, we logtransformed each variable (actually log(x + 0.1)) before fitting LR and CLR.
We fixed the range of the number of communities for CLR to be between 1 and 20, and chose the optimal number of communities by 5-fold cross validation.
The test error rate for LR is 8.0%. By comparison, CLR has a test error rate of 5.6%, yielding a 30% improvement. Figure 4 shows the test error and the cross-validation error of CLR over the range of the number of communities. It corresponds to LR when the number of comunities is 1. The estimated number of communities is 6, and these communities are listed below. Most features in community 1 are negatively correlated with spam, while most features in community 2 are positively correlated.
• hp, hpl, george, lab, labs, telnet, technology, direct, original, pm, cs, re, edu, conference, 650, 857, 415, 85, 1999, ch;, ch(, ch[, CAPAVE, CAPMAX, CAPTOT.
• over, remove, internet, order, free, money, credit, business, email, mail, receive, will, people, report, address, addresses, make, all, our, you, your, 000, ch!, ch$.
• font, ch#.
• data, project.
• parts, meeting, table.
• 3d. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed sparse quadratic discriminant analysis, a classifier ranging between QDA and naive Bayes through a path of sparse graphical models. By allowing ineraction terms into the model, this classifier relaxes the strict and often unreasonable assumption of naive Bayes. Moreover, the resulting estimates of interactions are sparse and easier to interpet compared to other exisiting classifiers that regularize QDA.
Motivated by the connection between the estimated precision matrices and single linkage clustering with the sample covariance matrices, we present the community Bayes model, a simple procedure applicable to non-gaussian data and any likelihood-based classifiers. By exploiting the block-diagonal structure of the estimated correlation matrices, we reduce the problem into several subproblems that can be solved independently. Simulated and real data examples show that the community Bayes model can improve accuracy and reduce variance in predictions.
A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. The standard KKT conditions [2] of the optimization problem (5) give:
where Γ (k) is a p × p matrix with diagonal elements being zero:
· · · γ 
Combining the above two we conclude k(λ) = κ(λ) and also the equality (11) . Since the labeling of the connected components is not unique, there is a permutation π in the theorem.
Note that the connected components of the thresholded sample covariance graph G (λ) are nested within the connected components of G (λ ) . In particular, the vertex-partition of the thresholded sample covariance graph at λ is also nested within that of the thresholded sample covariance graph at λ . We have already proved that the vertex-partition induced by the connected components of the estimated precision graph and the thresholded sample covariance graph are equal. Using this result, we conclude that the vertex-partition induced by the components of the estimated precision graph at λ, given by {V 
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Let a = min i,j∈V l ;l=1,...,LR 0 ij . First note that {max ij R ij −R 0 ij < a 2 } ⇒ {V l = V l , ∀l} [19] . Then Since a ≥ 16πK √ n k log p, we have P (max ij R (k) ij − R (k) ij ≥ a 2n k K ) ≤ 1 p 2 by Theorem 4.1 of [13] . Therefore P (∃l,V l = V l ) ≤ K p 2 .
